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ABSTRACT: A container such as a potato bag, of the type 
normally closed by bunching the neck and twisting a wire tie i 
into a loop around the neck is provided with a hand grip at 
tached to the looped tie. The closed bag may thus be lifted by 
the hand grip rather than by the bunched neck. The pull on 
the handle snubs the wire tie into a ?rmer grip on the neck of 
the bag. 





comma!) WIRE also TIE HANDLE 

BACKGROUND or THE INVENTION 
A wire tie closure, for potato bags is well known. One who 

has sought to carry a potato bag from market to car, or car to 
house, by gripping the elusive an slippery, material of the 
bunched neck, will be aware that is is not an efficient handle. 

It has heretofore been'proposedto provided a potato bag 
with a built in wire tie, asin U.S. Pat. No.‘ 2,980,314 to Adams 
’of Apr. 18, 1961, and it has been proposed to use a tape as a 
bag tie and form a loop in the tape as a handle in U.S. Pat. No. 
2,849,171 to O'Brien of Aug. 26, 1958-. Forming the tie into a 
handle loop is. also taught in U.S.f Pat. No. 3,066,846 to 

‘ Domigan ofDec. 4, I962. - 
It will be understood that using a wire‘, or tape, narrow 

enough to be successfully tied, or twisted, as a carrying han 
dle, by‘ joining the terminal ends into a loop, will create an un 
comfortable, small cross section loop'which'will cut into the 
hands when the bag is a heavy potato bag. 

SUMMARY or THE rNvENrioN 
In this invention, therefore, the bag closing tying means is of 

bendable wire, and the handle means is of some material other 
than wire, such as sheet, or molded plastic, and the metal tie is 
received in an opening in the handle means. The handle means 
is substantially ?at and relatively wide in the upper portion to 
include a ?nger aperture and offer a comfortable grip to the 
user. The lower portion is ?exible and tough,-and tapers to a 
reduced width substantially conforming to the’ dimensions of 
the bunched neck of the bag. The lower portion is turned back 
upon itself to form an opening, or loop, which receives the 
central portion of ‘the wire tie. Thehand grip thus can nor~ 
mally lie down against the bag, but, when grasped and lifted, it 
tilts the wire .tie loop to cause a snubbing action, or may even 
cause the wire to embed itself in the folds of paper, thereby as~ 
suring that the loop will not slip off the neck; ' 

v . BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THEDRAWING 

FIG. -1 is a fragmentary perspective view showing a device 
of the invention with; the hand grip not in.use;' > , 

FIG. 2 is a view similar to FIG. 1, showing the'hand grip in 
use and the loop tilted; I j _ 

‘FIG. 3 is a side elevation, on an enlarged scale; _ 
FIG. 4 is an end elevation, of a device-of the invention prior 

touse; _ a ‘ ' ‘ ' '1 - _ 

FIG. 5 is a, fragmentary'view, similar to.FIG.._ 3. of another 
embodiment of the invention; and _ _ 

FIG. '6 is a view similar toFIG. 4 of another embodiment of 
the invention. ' . 

DESCRIFTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 
As shown in drawing, the combined‘ bag closer and carrying 

‘handle 20 of the invention is intended‘ for use on a container 
such as the potato bag 21, such bags usually being made of 

‘ heavy paper 22. AT present it is the'cu‘stom to close and seal 
the ?lled bag 21 by bunching the mouth portion 23 into a neck 
24, the neck usually being rather short to conserve paper. A 
tying means 26 is'provided, consisting of ‘an elongated ?exible, 
or easily bendable wire, or equivalent wirelike element, 27, 
having terminal loops 28 and 29, and adapted to be encircled 
in a loop 30 around neck 24 with the end portions 31 and 32 
twisted, all in a known manner. ' ~ ‘ . 

The member 20 also includes the handle means 35 having a 
.‘ subltantially'?at hand grip 36, molded or otherwise formed 
from material other than wire, such as ‘synthetic plastic or 
equivalent disposable, low cost sheet, or moldable, material 
37. The upper portion ‘38 of the hand grip ‘36 is relatively wide 
to conform comfortably to the dimensions of an adult hand, 
and includes a iingeraperture 39 de?ned by the transverse bar 
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41 may be integral but more ?exible, limp and tough to avoid 
breakage, or tearing. The terminal tip. 42 of lower portion 41 is 
turned back upon itself, and adhered by staples, adhesive or 
heat sealing of the plastic to create an opening, or loop, 43, 
which receives the central portion 44 of the wire tie 27,. 
The tip 42 is about the same width as the diameter of the 

neck 24 so as to conform with its dimensions. ' 
In FIG. 5 an embodiment is shown in which the tying means 

26 is a relatively short, stiff wire 47, received in openings 48 
and 49 in the tip 42. Instead of manual bending and twisting of 
the tie, the wire 47 is adapted to be bent into clamping engage 
ment around neck 24 by a tool, such as. pliers, staplers, or 
clamping devices. ' 

In operation, the members 20 of the invention are attached 
to the potato bags, after ?lling thereof, and fonn collapsed 
handles ready for use by the consumer. When the handle 35 is 
lifted and the heavy bag raised, the bag pulls in one direction 
and the‘hand grip in the opposite direction, so that the wire 
loop cannot slip, but is tilted into a snubbed position. Upon 
release, however, the handle grip may assist in removing the 
wire loop,although it is preferred that the loops be applied 
tightly and require untwisting for removal. . 

In FIG. 6 another embodiment is shown, in which the tip 42 
is of increased thickness to form a head 50, about one-fourth 
inch in thickness. The handle means 35 is attached to the tying 
means 26, when the wire loops 28 and29 are bent together, by 
slipping the bead 50 under the loop 30. The tightness of the 
parts prevents the bead from slipping out. 

It will be seen that in the embodiments of FIGS. 1--5 annu 
lar means such as the openings“ and 49, or the opening 
formed by closed loop 43 serves to prevent disengagement of 
the handle from the tie during use as a handle on the bag, or 
thereafter. When the tie is separated from the bag, by un 
fastening or sliding, it remains attached to the handle except in 
the embodiment of FIG. 6. ~ . 

I claim: _ 
1. In a combined bag closer and carrying handle for use with 

I ‘ relatively heavy potato bags, the combination of: 

40 

45 

50 

55 

60 

as’ 

40 and the lower portion 41, which tapers to a reduced width ' 
as at 42. The upper portion 38 may be somewhat rigid and of 

' increased thickness for comfort in use, while the lower portion 75 

a substantially ?at handle having a relatively wide upper 
portion with a ?nger aperture adapted to serve as a hand 
grip, and a relatively narrow, integral, lower portion 
dimensioned to conform with the dimensions of the neck 
of said bag when closed; 

tying means comprising a bendable, wirelike element con 
nected ‘to said narrow lower portion of said handle for 
tying around said neck to closesaid bag and to permit 
said closed bag to be carried by said handle; and 

annular means associated with the .lower portion of said 
handle preventing disengagement of said tying means 

I therefrom while mounted on said bag. ' 
2. A combined bag closer and carrying handle as speci?ed 

in claim 1, wherein: ' 
said narrow integral lower portion of said handle is turned 
back upon itself to form a transverse closed loop therein; 

said tying means is an elongated bendable wire received in 
said loop and adapted to be twisted around said neck; and 

said closed loop constitutes said annular means preventing 
disengagement of said wire from said handle. 

3. A combined bag closer and carrying handle, as speci?ed 
.in claim 1, wherein: ‘ 

said narrow integral lower portion of said handle includes at 
' least one opening; 

said tying means is an elongated, bendable metal wire 
received in said opening; and . 

said opening constitutes said annular means preventing dis} 
engagement of said wire from said handle. 

4. A combined bag closer and carrying handle as speci?ed 
in claim 3, wherein: . t . 

said elongated, bendable metal wire is relatively stiff and 
adapted to be bent around said neck only with the 
mechanical advantage of a clamping tool; and 

' said narrow lower portion of said handle is relatively limp 
and conformable to the bent loop of said stiff wire. 

5. A combined bag closer and carrying handle comprising: 
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an elongated bendablelwirelike element adapted tohave-its. ». 
ends bent‘ around theneckof a bag andtwisted together; 
into a closed loopy, 

a handle. grip,‘ of substantially flat, con?guration, said gripq 
having a wideiupper- portion with anaperture for receiv; 
ing‘ the ?ngers-of a hand, and vhaving an integral lower 
portion of’ reduced width includingat least one aperture 
receiving and retaining" the central portion of said wire 
against,disengagement-from said handle grip;-and - 

whereby when said handle is lifted, it lifts said twisted wire r 
loop-intoztilted position on'said (neck to ?rmly gripsaidi 
neck. 

6. In combination; 
a potato bagrof paper, having its upper'portion ‘bunched, 

together to form an upwardly projecting neck; 
a wire tie looped tightly around‘ said ‘neck and having its 

ends twisted together; 
a hand- grip, of material other than. said bag, or wire tie,,hav-> 

ingta lower-tportionrin' secured engagement with said-wire , 
tie loopforforming a handle on said bag; and 

said‘ lowe'rrportionyhaving at'jleasti one“ aperture receiving , 
and retaining said .wire tie thereon. 

7.'Ai_combination as speci?ed in claim 6, wherein'said hand 
grip is of. synthetic plastic-material‘ of predetermined stiffness, ' 
whereby the uppenportion is semirigid and the lower portion 
attachedto saiditie is ?exible and limp. ‘Y 

8.:A combination as speci?ed-in'claim 6, wherein said hand 
grip is formed of,,relatively ?atpla'stid, with a‘wide upper por 
tion, having ,a ?nger aperture and withisaid narrow lower por 
tiOnJQOped backupon-itself and forming a‘ closed loop as the 
said aperture, toreceiveand permanently retain said wire tie. 

9. A combinationas'speci?ed in claim 6, wherein said lower 
portion o?said-handgrip-is of enlargedthickness forming- a 
terminal beach: 
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